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A design discipline focused upon studying the
effectiveness of written and visual communication.



















































The relationships between images and their counterparts in the real world.
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Internal Consistency: operations and design choices within one visualization
External Consistency: operations and design choices across visualizations
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If something is a convention, like cause and effect,
that might be for a good reason.



The quality of an object that allows it
to perform an action.
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Push or pull?



The quality of an object that allows it
to perform an action.

Which affords being picked up more?
Standing more?
Pouring more?
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Your visualizations should afford being read,
guiding the eye gently to the information you present
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Pick two simple tasks, for instance multiplying
numbers or making a ham and cheese sandwich.
Draw a guide to explain pictorially how this would
work.  No words allowed.  

(You will not be graded on your artistic abilities, I promise!)
(This is on Collab)


